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In October 2009, along with many others I
left Ladidah, a "radical" queer London-based
list-serve, after what I felt was a problematic
response by the moderators and other
subscribers to a racist message posted to the
list. According to one of the moderators of
the list, Ladidah was originally set up by
Anarquist, an anarcho-queer collective that
worked out of the 121 Anarchist Centre in
Brixton, London. By September 2009 the list
had grown to nearly 700 subscribers and for
many radical queers in England, if not the
UK, it had become their defacto means of
communicating online with others about gigs,
events, house-shares, discussion groups etc.
However, as several subscribers had already
pointed out, in some ways the incident last
September - both the original post and the
response - was the latest expression of a long-
standing problem: Namely that moderation of
the list had been White-dominated and the list
itself, while nominally serving all "radical
queer" folks, primarily assumed a White
audience. 1 -

In a discussion last summer between several
subscribers about what groups would not be
welcome on the list, one post suggested an
example of a hypothetical group calling
themselves "Gays Against Islam". Apparently
in response to this, the following post arrived
in subscribers' inboxes:

^Tnere seems to be some con/us ton
around tne subjects of racism and
re/igious into/erance? I've never quite
understood wfty b/ac&peop/enave a

monopo/y on wnat is or wnat t'sn 't
racism -perhaps tnat's my memory of
tne 1970's andIris/f b/oodf.. .J T/je

e'et/znic mo worries " are tne vast
mafarity wnerel/ive, wnerel/tave /ived
most of my/i/e - and I don't rea//y wnat
to upset a//your concerns about now
oppressedtnesepeop/e are but in my
experience some oftnen are tne most
racist and bigotedpeop/e I've come
across in my /i/ef.. JJfeyondt/tis guite
wny I'm being as&edto snow to/erance

fora creationist re/tgion tnat wou/d
Stave me wiped off tne face of tne eart/i
I don't know andfae/rea//y ratner
p/easedI didn't turn up far you event.
Is/am is not race bound any more tnat
catno/ism orprotestants. Gays against
Is/am?Isnou/dnave t/tougnt was
neitner radica/of redicu/ous - Queers far
Is/am wou/dbe. I suggest wegatneren
masse (?j outside our/oca/mosaue
proc/aiming ourqueerness and our
support far tnere sense offasnion and
tneirgenera//ovefar t/2e modern wor/d
in wnic/i we/ive tnere wonderfa/ none of
you wi//ever be ab/e to understand coz
your reading a trans/ation andfnere
faturistci view tnat woman snou/dbe
baby machines. I reckon it sounds /i&e

far more fan. "

Assuming the racism of the post is obvious to
readers here, the only thing I'd want to
highlight is that the post itself undermines its
own claim that anti-Muslim sentiment has
nothing to do with race. Framed as it is by a

It became clear that the moderators as well as many
subscribers to the list couldn't be relied on to challenge

racism and in fact sought to protect a space for it.
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A silence pointed out in a post by a PoC.

diatribe against "ethnic minorities
racism are very clearly present.

race and basis in ways, as a White university-educated
queer man, I haven't. Indeed the particular
way in which "free speech" deflected critiques

One PoC subscriber immediately posted to the of racism on Ladidah clearly functioned as
list to say they were unsubscribing, as did another mode of marginalisation and

several others over the coming days. But with Othering of people of colour.
a few exceptions, the post met with a

conspicuous silence from White subscribers^ Probably because of my positioning, I only
Perhaps prompted by this intervention, a started to notice the pattern with the

flurry of messages followed, with some publication of the infamous Mohammed
suggesting that racism should be moderated cartoons in the Danish Jyttands-Posfen

and the subscriber responsible for the post newspaper in September 2005 and then in
unsubscribed, whilst many others argued other broadsheets across continental

against taking any action. As i
exchanges escalated, in my view

became clear that the moderators
as well as many subscribers to

the list couldn't be relied on to
challenge racism and in fact

sought to protect a space for
it.

J{

the
latest incident

I've been aware
of in the past few

years where
"freedom of

PYnrpssinn" and "freedom of speech"- ip] ana lagainstcensorship<Hewas
aCCUSatlOnS Ot /dismissive of those in

Europe the following year. I received
email fr°m a Danish friend -

stuciied together
on a Masters course in Human
Rights in London. Along with
the Danish Prime Minister,
he supported the publishing
and re-publishing of the
cartoons as a defence of

| »- •*. ^ ̂  ^r*. v -«.««. m. ^^ .-m.

The way in which this
position was defended relied

on various arguments, but
many posts, argued that \" have / Europe who'd refused to

moderating racist posts to the \l /publish the cartoons or
list was an act of "censorship", \ . . . *" /express solidarity with the
an infringement of the "freedom\y inaction /Danish government and asked

of speech" or "expression". \T racism r me what the political response
had been in Britain (where

It was the latest incident I've been^- --- ^^newspapers hadn't published the
aware of in the past few years where cartoons, although they were accessible

"freedom of expression" and accusations of online). I was already concerned by the
"censorship" have been used to justify cartoon controversy, but the fact that someone

inaction over racism, and even to provide a I had counted as a friend held such views
space for it, especially in its Islamophobic made me pay closer attention to the ways it

form. With depressing and increasing played out across Europe. >
regularity, in these situations, "free speech"

tends to descend like a portcullis shutting The way the cartoons were framed in terms of
down critique, a magically materialising brick "free speech" by much of the mainstream

wall to bang your head against, media seemed intentionally designed to make
any challenge to the politics of publishing and

Here, I want to thread together a couple of re-publishing the cartoons look like an
these incidents in order to highlight the attempt at censorship. That is, it seemed
similar ways in which appeals to "censorship" impossible to challenge the Islamophobic
transformed responses to racism, while content of the cartoons (for example, by not
recognising the limitations and privileges of publishing them) without being accused of
my experience and perspective: For sure, other censoring "free speech" which was then
folks have to live with this pattern on a daily portrayed as an assault on "European
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values", even "European civilisation" itself. In
this way potential challenges to Jytfands-Posten
could be seamlessly woven into an overtly
nationalistic (and implicitly racialised) politics
that marked critics out as somehow not
properly "European" or "civilised".

So when I did reply to my friend, I tried to
convey my sense that it was (at best)
disingenuous to frame the issue in terms of
"censorship": The cartoons were less about
"free speech" I felt, than a calculated insult
expressing a thinly disguised Islamophobia. I
sent him the link to an interview I found with
a Danish musician living in London who
condemned the cartoon affair as a reflection of
rising racism in Denmark in much the same
terms/

prosecution for "incitement to hatred and
discrimination" in the Netherlands. At a press
conference after the screening, Wilders
returned Tatchell the favour by arguing that he
was there "to protect gays and women from
the Islamification of Europe". This episode
reflects a disturbing trend in activism whereby
LGBT rights are put to work in the cause of
racist and Islamophobic agendas, part of what
Jasbir Puar has called "homo-nationalism".'*
When a critique of this trend and Tacthell's
collusion in it finally gained entry into print
with the book OutofP/ace, it ran into a brick
wall. Suddenly when it was people of colour
doing the talking "free speech" seemed to
vanish into thin air, along with the book itself,
now out of print.

the very act of framing Islamophobia as a question
of "free speech" versus "censorship" is itself an

intensely political move, one that deflects critiques
of racism into a highly constrained pseudo-"debate"
about whether or not to "censor". This isn't a good

place from which to challenge racism.

But as others have pointed out, the use of
"free speech" to argue a space for racism isn't
confined to the Right.

Enter gay rights activist Peter Tatchell stage
left. In July 2006 Tatchell took to the platform
at the "Freedom of Expression" rally in
Trafalgar Square, central London, and spoke
in solidarity with Jytfands-Posten. Despite
expressly denying the event was "anti-
Muslim" it was organised by and involved
many individuals and organisations that
support openly Islamophobic agendas. ̂  Last
year, Tatchell invoked "free speech" to
facilitate the Islamophobic cause yet again by
writing to the Home Secretary demanding she
reverse her decision to ban the far-right
politician Geert Wilders' entry to Britain to
screen his film Fi'tna. Wilders' book and film
are virulently Islamophobic and the "Freedom
Party" politician is currently pending

Despite being an explicitly "radical" list, it
struck me how the racist post on Ladidah
came to be defined primarily as a problem of
censorship in ways that echoed the Jy/fatids-
Posten episode, bringing with it similar
problems. One comment from a moderator
asked us all "to think of examples where
censorship has gagged people who should be
free to publish or express themselves, in the
wrong hands it is evil and against what we
stand for." Intentionally or otherwise, here
"censorship" acts to take the focus away from
racism. After a series of interventions
demanding the person who'd sent the racist
post be unsubscribed, the moderators issued a
joint statement saying that while they would
moderate a series of posts sent subsequently
by the same person, they were loathe to take
any more action: They were "concerned that
we respond in ways that are consistent with
the wider non-hierarchical DIY ethics we
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believe are important to this list." Racism
couldn't seem to figure here as a question of
hierarchy, nor was anti-racism itself a priority
of this "DIY ethics". To be fair, it wasn't just
the moderators who were concerned about
offending "free speech" sensibilities by
challenging racism: "If you don't like the
programme you're watching, switch over,"
said one subscriber. Another concern was that
unsubscribing racist posts would push racism
"underground", or brush it under the carpet.
Quite a few subscribers and a moderator
coalesced around a preference that racist posts
be allowed on the list but in the hope that
someone would challenge them .each time,
"point-by-point". Some who did support
taking more pre-emptive action - such as
moderating racist posts - still did so voicing
concern about "censorship" whilst deciding
that on balance it was better to try and work
towards safer spaces. There were relatively
few posts that didn't see the issue in terms of
"free speech" or "censorship". One post
ventured that it was "common sense" not to
have racists posting to a list that was meant to
serve all radical queers. Clearly this sense
wasn't nearly common enough. It took several
weeks and the unilateral action of a new
moderator to unsubscribe the person posting
racist messages, by which time many people
of colour had understandably left.

As with JyUands-Posteri, the very act of
framing Islamophobia as a question of "free
speech" versus "censorship" is itself an
intensely political move, one that deflects
critiques of racism into a highly constrained
pseudo-"debate" about whether or not to
"censor". This isn't a good place from which
to challenge racism. Firstly because it
disappears racism as a specific phenomenon
requiring specific responses. Racism is
transformed into just one more "issue"
amongst many, relegated to the same category
as the extra-marital lovers of semi-famous
footballers gagged from selling their story to
the tabloids. Secondly, it constructs those
wanting to take action against racism as
"censors", as the ones who are doing the
oppressing. Not only that, but specifically

oppressors who don't understand or respect
"freedom" and therefore ones who don't
belong, be it on Ladidah, in other queer
communities or as with the cartoon
controversy, the "European community", even
"civilisation" itself In the very act of
challenging a process of Othering, critics are
radically re-Othered. Thirdly, the terms of
"debate" refuse to recognise underlying
factors, such as differential access to
resources, that affect who gets to speak and
who is heard. In this sense, "free speech" is a
classically liberal concept that assumes a
rights-bearing individual floating above
history, economics and politics. As with Peter
Tatchell, it promotes a kind of affected-
naivety that refuses to see or to try to
understand the inequalities in which such
freedoms are inevitably enmeshed. In the
context of rampant racism and Islamophobia,
such a refusal becomes especially insidious.

1 To cite one example, I remember one subscriber who
posted to say they couldn't attend a DIY music event
in Brighton because of the ^/festival. After being
told it was a secular music event, they were asked to
publicly explain their identification as a Muslim. I
don't remember anyone else being asked to explain
their identity in this way.

2 http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2006/feb/15/
muhammadcartoons.comment.

3 For a good summary of the politics of the
individuals and organisations involved see
http://www.whatnextjournal.co.uk/Pages/Latest/
MFE.html

4 Terrorist Assemb/ages: ffomonationa/ism in Queer Times
by Jasbir Puar. See also "To Be Gay and Racist is No
Anomaly"
www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2010/jun/02/
gay-lesbian-islamophobia

5 See "Gay Imperialism: Gender and Sexuality
Discourse in the "War on Terror"" by Jin Haritaworn,
Tamsila Tauqir, Esra Erdem in OutofP/ace:
Interrogating Si/ences in Queerness/Jtaa'a/ity (2008)
Adi Kuntsman & Esperanza Miyake (eds). The text is
available at
http://74.125.155.132/scholar?q=cache:8WlOwhhrm
UJ:scholar.google.com/
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